[PT01] Busan- City of Movie and Port

Busan, the second largest city in Korea, is located at the southern end of the Korean Peninsula. The biggest port city in Korea, Busan is a fascinating city that hosts the world-renowned Busan International Film Festival, which celebrates its 22nd year in 2017.
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Introductions of Tour

[Nakdong Estuary Eco-Center]

[Naksan Market]

[Introduction of Tour]

Following the Korean War, the people who fled to Busan set up stalls in order to make a living and this was the beginning of the Naksan Market (originally known as Naksan-dong Market). The market is very large, it is surrounded by residential buildings, and is connected to the Naksan-dong Market and other smaller markets. The market stocks a wide variety of goods, and you can find almost everything you would ever need.
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Introduction of Tour

[Nurimaru APEC House]
The name Nurimaru APEC House is created by combining the Korean words nurimaru (world) and mun'a (symposium), and APEC House, which refers to an APEC conference hall. Collectively, it means a house where the world’s leaders gather together for a meeting.
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[Centum City]
The Centum City department store is registered in the Guinness World Records as the largest shopping complex in the world. The department store has a countless number of items all under one roof. Shoppers can also enjoy numerous entertainment options in the complex. Centum City, which opened the first department store in Korea, reflects decades of retail experience in this flagship location. Some of the various entertainment facilities available include a spa and an ice rink.
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[Busan Cinema Center]
Busan Cinema Center is the official venue of the Busan International Film Festival (BIFF), one of the most popular film festivals in Asia – and has become a symbol of the festival itself.

[Introduction of Tour]

[Bexco]
Busan Cinema Center is the official venue of the Busan International Film Festival (BIFF), one of the most popular film festivals in Asia – and has become a symbol of the festival itself.
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